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Abstract. It is well-known that Atomic Broadcast (AB) in asynchronous networks requires randomisa-
tion and that at most t < n/3 out of n players are Byzantine corrupted. This is opposed to synchronous
AB which can tolerate t < n/2 corruptions and can be deterministic. We show that these requirements
can be conceptually separated by constructing an asynchronous AB protocol which tolerates t < n/2
corruptions from blackbox use of Common Coin and Reliable Broadcast (RB). We show the power of
this conceptually simple contribution by instantiating RB under various assumptions to get AB under
the same assumptions. Using this framework we obtain the first asynchronous AB with sub-quadratic
communication and optimal corruption threshold t < n/3, and the first network agnostic AB which
is optimistically responsive. The latter result is secure in a relaxed synchronous model where parties
locally decide timeouts and do not have synchronized clocks. Finally, we provide asynchronous ABs
with covert security and mixed adversary structures.

1 Introduction

We present a protocol for Asynchronous Atomic Broadcast (AAB) which tolerates t < n/2 Byzan-
tine corruptions assuming Reliable Broadcast [Bra87] (RB) and a source of common randomness.
Our main technical tool is a Gather1 protocol based on [AW04].We use this to instantiate a pro-
tocol for Agreement on a Core Set (ACS) through a sequence of subprotocols that can be seen as
a non-pipelined version of [KKNS21] which works for honest majority assuming RB and a com-
mon coin. As the common coin can be implemented with honest majority assuming a threshold
setup [CKS00], this can be combined into an Atomic Broadcast ΠAAB which is resilient against
t < n/2 Byzantine corruptions. It uses the RB blackbox, so one can instantiate RB in a setting
where assumption A holds to get AB for the setting where t < n/2 and A holds. Typically, if A
implies RB it also implies t < n/2, so overall we get that if we can construct RB from assumption
A then we can also get AB from A. Our compiler is efficient, so this allows to construct efficient
AB in various models.

Using this framework we provide the first AAB which has subquadratic communication while
retaining optimal resilience against t < n/3 static corruptions. Starting from a ground population
of n parties with t < n/3 we can sample a O(κ) sized committee with honest majority to run
ΠAAB. This is in contrast to previous works such as [BKLZL20,BLZLN22] that start from an
assumption of some constant fraction less than optimal resilience which allows them to sample a
committee with honest supermajority. To instantiate ΠAAB we then construct a RB protocol for
the committee assisted by the ground population. Finally we can transform ΠAAB into a full fledged
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AAB for the ground population by sending extensions of the ledger out to the ground population
in batches through a protocol we name Outcast. Since both RB and Outcast can be instantiated
with communication that is linear in n (via accumulators and threshold signatures), the resulting
construction has communication linear in n. It is additionally concretely efficient and message length
optimal in the sense that posting a message on the AAB has no asymptotic overhead over sending
it directly to all parties, for sufficiently many parties or large messages.

We then present a network agnostic AB protocol which is secure in synchronous networks
assuming t < ts corruptions and in the asynchronous networks when t < ta when 2ts + ta < n
and ta ≤ ts < n/2. This setting was initially explored for BA in [BKL19] where they obtain the
same resilience and show that it is optimal. The novelty of our construction is that it additionally
achieves optimistic responsiveness [PS18], which means that when t < ta the protocols latency is
proportional to the actual network delay and in particular independent of the timeouts used in the
protocol. We show security of the protocol in a relaxed synchronous model that does not rely on
parties having synchronous clocks and lets them individually decide on how long they want to wait
for messages. The proofs assume that all honest parties use a timeout which exceeds the actual
network delay, which means that an—in all other respects—honest party who fails to wait for
long enough would count toward the corruption budget. We dub this relaxed synchronous model:
Asymmetric Synchrony Assumptions. This implies synchronous security as a special case.

We finally show a few implications of our framework by presenting a subquadratic asynchronous
MPC protocol, as well as an asynchronous dishonest majority RB and honest majority AB protocol
for Byzantine but covert corruptions and a RB and AB for mixed adversaries. In summary we get
the following results:

1. In the asynchronous setting with static corruptions we get the first AAB protocol with sub-
quadratic communication and optimal resilience.

2. In the asynchronous setting we construct a RB that is covert secure against t < n corruptions.
This gives an AAB protocol with covert security against t < n/2 corruptions.

3. We introduce the timeout model, which uses time weakly. Parties do not have clocks; their only
access to time is that they can set a timeout and get a callback at least some ∆Wait seconds later.
They are also not guaranteed to start the protocol at the same time, which makes it easier to
compose the protocol with other protocols. This notion of synchrony is seemingly much easier
to implement in practice as it does not need synchronised clocks nor very precise clocks, merely
a bound on how fast the clocks drift. We give a RB for the timeout model tolerating t < n/2
corruptions.

4. We introduce a new weakly synchronous model, called the asymmetric synchrony assumption
(ASA) model, where each party Pi has its own guess ∆i

Guess at the network delay. The guess is
unknown to the other parties. The only guarantee is that the actual network delay for messages
sent specifically to Pi is smaller than ∆i

Guess. A motivation for the model is ad hoc groups of
parties which want to do AB and might not share the same assumptions on the network, or
know each other’s assumptions prior to running the protocol. We give a RB for the ASA model
tolerating t < n/2 corruptions. We also consider the weakly ASA (WASA) model, where all
honest guesses at the network delay are sound for all messages sent between all honest parties.

5. We give a network agnostic RB for the ASA model which is secure for optimal corruption
thresholds (cf. [BKL19]) 2ts + ta < n and ta ≤ ts < n/2 when either there are at most t ≤ ts
corruptions and the network is ASA synchronous or there are at most t ≤ ta corruptions and
the network is fully asynchronous. The protocol is additionally optimistically responsive [PS18],
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i.e., when the actual corruption is lower than the maximal tolerated corruption then the latency
of the protocol only depends on the current network delay when t ≤ ta. Setting ta = 0 gives the
contributions claimed in Item 3 and Item 4.

6. When the network is always assumed to be synchronous we can instantiate the above RB to
have optimistic responsiveness with the optimal thresholds: ts + 2ta < n, synchronous security
when t ≤ ts < n/2, and responsiveness when t ≤ ta. This gives an optimistically responsive
AB in which the optimistic condition does not include having an honest leader. The protocol is
secure in the WASA model and the timeout model.

7. We finally note that it is an easy corollary of our framework that you can get asynchronous AB
for a model with mixed adversaries, where there are at most tByz fully Byzantine corruptions,
at most tCrash additional crash-silent errors, and 2tCrash + 3tByz < n.

The above results show the power of a framework where AAB is implemented with honest majority
given RB, which can then be implemented in different ways.

1.1 Technical Overview and Related Work

We discuss related work in the context of the specific contributions.

Honest Majority AAB from RB In Section 3 we present an honest majority AAB protocol, ΠAAB.
At a high level ΠAAB consists of sequential invocations of an ACS protocol, ΠACS. ΠACS uses a
Gather protocol, ΠGather, to make sure that all parties have accumulated a set that include the
input of most parties. They then exchange the accumulated sets and take union and intersection
of these to get an explicit sub- and superset of the common core of the sets, and flip a coin to elect
a leader with graded agreement and repeat the process until they get grade 2. The main technical
insight needed to make this work with t < n/2 Byzantine corruptions is that the Gather protocol
presented in [AW04] which is secure against t < n/2 crash faults is in fact secure against t < n/2
Byzantine faults if all messages are sent through reliable broadcast and justified by their causal
past. A version of the protocol with this machinery was presented in [DG16], with the goal of
adapting it to the Byzantine setting, but the proof uses a modified combinatorial argument which
is incompatible with honest majority. We stress that the protocol presented in [DG16] is essentially
identical to ΠGather (expressed through different abstractions) and as such is also secure with
honest majority assuming RB. As their protocol is the basis for the DAG-Rider protocol presented
in [KKNS21] we conjecture that DAG-Rider would also be secure against t < n/2 Byzantine faults
assuming RB.

Subquadratic AAB with Optimal Resilience In Section 4 we present an AAB with subquadratic com-
munication and optimal resilience against static Byzantine corruptions, ΠSQAAB. To the best of
our knowledge no previous work has considered subquadratic consensus in the asynchronous setting
with optimal resilience. Other solutions to subquadratic BA in the asynchronous [BKLZL20,CKS20]
or partially synchronous [GHM+17] setting rely on sampling committees with an honest superma-
jority from a ground population with t < (1− ϵ)n/3 corruptions. Since ϵ can be arbitrarily small;
the separation between optimally and “near-optimally” resilient protocols might seem purely theo-
retical. But the practical implications of picking a small ϵ is that any secure protocol must have a
concretely very large committee. If for instance ϵ = 1/10 (i.e. the corruption in the ground popula-
tion is bounded by 30%) committees need 16037 parties to retain an honest supermajority except
with probability 2−60 (cf. table 1 of [DMM+22]). A recent work [BBK+23] on the concrete security
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of Algorand show that a committee of 6000 parties is needed to get ∼ 56 bits of security assuming
the parties are sampled from a ground population with less than 1/5 corruption (i.e. ϵ = 2/5).
However, when some task tolerates significantly more than a third of its participants being cor-
rupted, it can securely be delegated to a randomly sampled committee without compromising on
the resilience of the overall protocol. If the gap is significantly big, then the committee can even
be concretely small. This was used in [ACKN23] to sample honest majority committees to recom-
pute setups for proof of stake AAB protocols by broadcasting poly(κ) bits through the AAB while
retaining optimal resilience. ΠSQAAB follows the [ACKN23] approach and samples a committee to
run ΠAAB. We stress that the committee in [ACKN23] does not run an AAB protocol, but uses
one blackbox to refresh the setup for one. When instantiated to tolerate strictly up to third corrup-
tions (i.e. ϵ = 0) ΠSQAAB would need committees of 653 parties to get 60 bits of security, but for
an apples to apples comparison if one is willing to assume the corruption threshold of [BBK+23]
the protocol only needs a committee of 173 parties to get 60 bits of security (cf. Table 1). To
instantiate ΠAAB we need a RB protocol, which usually would employ all-to-all communication in
a committee with honest supermajority. However, we construct a RB protocol, ΠSQRB, that only
depends linearly on the size of the ground population (which has honest supermajority) while the
remaining communication is done within the committee. Concretely, the designated sender first
obtains a threshold signature from n − t parties in the ground population to make the message
unique and then forwards the signed message to the committee who gossip among themselves to
make sure that if one committee member gives output, then they forward information which makes
sure that all committee members can give output. This property of RB is often referred to as total-
ity. For better concrete efficiency we only implement totality for the committee, which means that
ΠSQRB is not a RB for all parties, but only for the committee. Our actual implementation is a bit
more involved in order to get not only subquadratic but message length optimal communication.
Because the ground population need to know where to send their signature shares, this approach
is not secure against an adaptive adversary and it is an open problem if one can get an adaptively
secure subquadratic asynchronous agreement with optimal resilience.

Message length optimality A wide variety of works have considered message length optimal pro-
tocols that have no amortized communication overhead over sending the message if the message
is sufficiently long. Typically this implies that messages must have size Ω(n) to get amortized lin-
ear cost as most consensus protocols have quadratic communication. The work of Banghale et al.
[BLZLN22] achieves both message length optimality and subquadratic communication for Byzan-
tine Agreement on long messages in the [BKLZL20] paradigm with t < (1 − ϵ)n/3 corruptions.
We are not aware of any previous work that achieves message length optimality for message sizes
sublinear in n with optimal resilience. The DAG rider protocol [KKNS21] achieves communication
of O(n3 log(n)κ) which is optimal when the messages from each party includes O(n log(n)κ) bits.2
This is done by instantiating it with the RB protocol by Cachin and Tessaro [CT05] which com-
municates O(n|m| + n2 log(n)κ) bits to broadcast a message of length |m|. The same asymptotic
communication complexity is achieved in [GLL+22]. In comparison our AAB protocol ΠSQAAB
combines committee sampling, accumulators and erasure codes to get the communication cost of
ordering messages of β bits down to the amortized optimal O(nβ) when the protocol consumes on
average at least κ messages per epoch and either the average messages size is at least κ2 bits or
n = Ω(κ2) and the average messages size is at least κ log κ bits.

2 Assuming the messages do not contain an asymptotically significant amount of duplicate information.
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Optimistic Responsiveness Optimistically responsive protocols [PS18] have safety in synchronous
networks when the number of corruptions is bounded by ts but additionally a latency that only
depends on the actual (unknown) network delay when at most ta < ts parties are corrupted. In
some cases, additional optimistic conditions, e.g. a leader being honest, must be met. In Section 5
we provide an optimistically responsive RB protocol matching the optimal bounds for ta and ts
(i.e. ta ≤ ts < n/2 and ta + 2ts < n), which in turn also gives an optimistically responsive
AB protocol. As the resulting protocol only retroactively elects a leader, and any justified leader
points to a core set of n− t inputs, the resulting protocol does not impose any restrictions on the
optimistic case besides having at most ta corruptions. The paper [HKL20] considers asynchronous
RB protocols with different corruption levels for the different security properties validity, agreement
and termination. This is related, but different as we consider synchronous protocols and different
running times for different thresholds.

Network Agnostic Consensus The concept of network agnostic protocols tolerating ts corruptions
under synchrony and additionally tolerating ta < ts corruptions under asynchrony was introduced
in [BKL19]. They give a network agnostic BA protocol assuming 0 < ta < n/3 ≤ ts < n/2 and
ta + 2ts < n and show that this is optimal. It turns out that the RB protocol we use to achieve
optimistic responsiveness is network agnostic when instantiated with these thresholds. However, it
retains optimistic responsiveness when t < ta. This is a result of the RB simultaneously executing a
synchronous and asynchronous path to termination, instead of first attempting to reach agreement
synchronously with n − ts parties and only afterwards attempting asynchronous agreement with
n− ta parties. Once more this immediately gives an AB protocol with the same thresholds, which is
network agnostic and optimistically responsive. A network agnostic AB was first given by Blum et
al. in [BKL21], in which they also adapt the lower bound on the corruption thresholds from [BKL19]
to the problem of AB. Our AB construction additionally implies that the corruption thresholds are
optimal for network agnostic RB, as any RB that would improve on these thresholds would violate
the lower bound for AB.3

Asymmetric Synchrony Assumptions To the best of our knowledge it is new that one can do AB
for t < n/2 in the ASA model. The closest related work seems to be [DDFN07] where the authors
consider asymmetric trust in MPC. Each party has its own assumptions on which subsets of the
parties may be corrupted. However, [DDFN07] considers a fully synchronous network proceeding
in rounds, i.e., all parties share assumptions on the network delay, start the protocol at the same
time and have access to clocks to implement a round-based abstraction. Here we relax the model
further and assume that the parties might not even share assumptions on the network delay. We
show how to get AB in this model. Our protocol has the interesting property that it is responsive
in the largest honest ∆i

Guess, i.e., the corrupted parties cannot do a denial of service attack by
proposing artificially large ∆i

Guess. Asymmetric trust in distributed systems and specifically atomic
broadcast was also studied in [CT19,CZ21,Cac21], but again only the assumptions on corruptions
are asymmetric, not assumptions on network delays.

Honest Majority Asynchronous Atomic Broadcast with Covert Security [AL07] introduces a notion
of covert adversaries in which some parties are Byzantine corrupted but do not want to be “caught”.
Protocols are said to be covert secure if any breach of security will result in the honest parties

3 Note that the network agnostic model is only defined for honest majority, so security of ΠAAB follows from the
security of the RB and a common coin which can be instantiated with honest majority from a threshold setup.
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detecting a specific party who did not follow the protocol. [AO12] introduce a strengthened model
in which cheating parties are not only detected by an honest party with some probability, but
where the honest party also receives a certificate demonstrating that a party cheated. We informally
prove in Section 6.1 that we can instantiate asynchronous RB with dishonest majority and covert
security with public verifiability, which in turn gives AAB for honest majority secure against covert
adversaries. The idea is simple: senders sign their messages which are then flooded. If different
messages were signed, they will eventually meet and the sender is detected as corrupted.

Mixed Adversaries Mixed adversaries were studied in consensus and MPC before. In [GP92,MP91]
the authors give a consensus protocols for tCrash + 3tByz < n, but for the synchronous model.
In [FHM98] the authors give information theoretic MPC protocols which tolerates mixed adver-
saries. For the asynchronous model 2tCrash +3tByz < n is trivially optimal. An honest party can only
wait to hear from n − t parties without deadlocking, where t = tByz + tCrash. If 2tCrash + 3tByz = n
then two honest parties each hearing from n− t parties may only have an overlap of n− 2t = tByz.
Therefore honest parties can be partitioned and never receive information from each other and still
have to give an output. We are not aware of any concrete AAB protocol for a mixed model with
2tCrash + 3tByz < n. We do, however, not claim that the feasibility is new. We are highlighting the
construction to show how easy it is to derive an AAB for 2tCrash + 3tByz < n in our framework.
Getting a RB from 2tCrash + 3tByz < n is trivial, see Section 6.2, and the rest of the construction
does not consider mixed adversaries at all and works for t < n/2, i.e., 2tCrash + 2tByz < n.

Subquadratic AMPC with Optimal Resilience The final result which we present in Section 6.3 is the
fairly simple observation that using our subquadratic AAB protocol as the broadcast channel in the
AMPC protocol in [Coh16] which only requires honest majority assuming such a broadcast channel,
we get AMPC which can be run by the honest majority committee and hence has subquadratic
complexity with optimal resilience against static corruptions. It has previously been shown that
AMPC can be linear in the circuit size[CP15]. [CHLZ21] focuses on adaptive security and give a
protocol with O(n poly(κ)) communication and near-optimal resilience. But using our approach
the communication complexity can be sublinear in the size of the inputs and subquadratic in
the size of the output for computations on many inputs. Specifically if at least κ2 members of the
ground population give input of combined size β, and the output has size γ then the communication
complexity is O(κβ + nκγ).

2 Network Model and Technical Preliminaries

We use κ to denote the security parameter. We use σ to denote a statistical security parameter,
i.e., for all fixed σ it holds that the security of a protocol is 2−σ + negl(κ) as κ goes to ∞. In the
main analysis we assume that σ = Θ(κ) and only use κ. We revisit the distinction between the
parameters in Section 4.1 when discussing concrete parameters.

We consider protocols for a fixed set of parties P = {P1, . . . , Pn}. For the protocols presented in
Section 3 we instead consider a set of parties C = {C1, . . . , CnC}, which we call the committee. We
assume that at most tC < nC/2 of these are corrupted. The reason for introducing this distinction
is that in those of our constructions which have subquadratic complexity we will be describing
protocols for P, assume that at most t < n/3 of these are corrupted, and then sample a committee,
C ⊆ P, to run ΠAAB from Section 3. In Section 4.1 we discuss how to set nC to ensure tC < nC/2
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except with probability 2−σ with statistical security parameter σ. For simplicity we assume that
nC = Θ(κ) as it allows a more concise analysis in places.

We assume that the parties all have pairwise authenticated channels. We assume an asyn-
chronous communication model where the adversary schedules the delivery of the messages without
any restrictions. We use a simple model of eventuality. We say that event E (like termination of a
protocol) eventually happens (in a protocol with session identifier sid) if it holds that at any point
in time if the event E did not happen for session sid, then there is still a message in transit from
an honest party to an honest party with session identifier sid. Note that a protocol could hack this
definition by having two honest parties P1 and P2 sending back and forth a Ping message forever.
Then by definition all events eventually happen. However, all our protocols generate an expected
finite number of messages and the simple notion of eventually is meaningful for such protocols.

We also consider synchronous protocols. We use the above system model but assume a global
clock c ∈ N incremented by the adversary. We say that the network is ∆Net-synchronous if all
message sent by time c0 by an honest party to a honest party is delivered at time c1 ≤ c0 + ∆Net.
We do not give the parties access to the clock. Instead, when describing synchronous protocols we
will use time via an explicit timeout mechanism. A party can create a timeout of some duration ∆.
We say that the party calls Timeout(name, ∆). It is then guaranteed that the party at some point
in time at least ∆ time units after the call Timeout(name, ∆) will be activated with input name. It
is not guaranteed to happen after exactly duration ∆. We do not assume that parties in a protocol
start at the same time. We call this the timeout model.

We let Lg(nC) = ⌈log2(nC)⌉. We use an erasure code EC = (Enc, Dec). The encoding of m ∈
{0, 1}(tC+1) Lg(nC) as {i, mi}[nC ] proceeds as follows. Encode m as (α0, α1, . . . , αtC ) ∈ GF(2Lg(nC))tC+1,
let f(x) =

∑tC
i=0 αixi, and let mj = f(j) for j = 1, . . . , nC . We can decode from tC + 1 values (j, mj)

by interpolating f(x) and reading off (α0, α1, . . . , αtC ). When nC = 2tC +1 then clearly |mj | ≤ |m|/nC.
We assume a collision resistant hash function Hash. We will be using accumulators to efficiently

proof membership of sets. We assume as setup and accumulation key, ak, has been generated. Using
this an accumulation value of a set S can be deterministically computed using z = Acc(ak, S). Then
for each s ∈ S a witness can be computed using w = Wit(ak, z, s), and inclusion of s in S can then
be checked using Mem(ak, z, w, s). These proofs of membership can be of size O(κ) using RSA
accumulators [Bd94].

We assume a signature scheme (Gen, Sig, Ver) which is EUF-CMA secure [GMR88] and we
assume a PKI. In some initial synchronous round all parties Pi ∈ P sample (vki, ski) ← Gen(1κ),
sends vki to a trusted third party which makes public (vk1, . . . , vkn). The adversary gets to see vki

for all honest Pi before picking its own keys, and it does not have to pick its own keys at random,
it can use any vkj for a corrupted Pj .

All our definitions and protocols tacitly assumes that a session identifier sid is given to distin-
guish different runs of a protocol. When signing a message in a session with session identifier sid
we tacitly add sid to the signed message to avoid replay attacks.

We assume some common setup among P. Initial some PPT algorithm (pv, sv1, . . . , svn) ←
Setup(1κ) is run and (pv, svi) is given to Pi. The secret values can be correlated, for instance a
sharing of a secret key.

We use a threshold signature scheme with unique signatures (Setup, Sig, Ver, Combine), where
(vk, sk1, . . . , skn) ← Setup(1κ) generates a verification key vk and a signing share ski for Pi, Sigski

partially signs m, Ver can verify a partial signature, and Combine computes σ = Sigsk(m) from
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n− t verified shares. Given only t of the signing keys ski the scheme is still EUF-CMA. A detailed
definition can be found in for instance [CKS00].

For one result we assume a threshold fully homomorphic encryption scheme (Setup, Enc, Eval,
Dec, Ver, Combine), where (ek, dk1, . . . , dkn) ← Setup(1κ) generates en encryption key ek and a
decryption share dki for Pi, Encek decrypts, Evalek(f, ·) applies f to the messages in ciphertexts,
Decdkj

(c) = yj produces a partial decryption, Ver verifies a decryption share, and Combine compute
Decdk(c) from t + 1 verified shares, where t < n/3. Given only t decryption keys the scheme is
IND-CPA. A detailed security definition can be found in [Coh16].

2.1 Eventual Justifiers

In our protocols all messages will have a message identifier mid specifying which protocol it belongs
to, what round of the protocol it comes from, sent by whom and so on. Each message identifier mid
specifies a party Pmid, which we think of as the party which is to send the message identified by mid.
Each mid also specifies a so-called justifier Jmid, which is a predicate depending on the message
m and the local state of a party. When we write pseudo-code then we write Jmid(m) to denote
that the party P executing the code computes Jmid on m using its current state. In definitions and
proofs we write Jmid(m, P, τ) to denote that we apply Jmid to m and the local state of P at time τ .
The following definition is adopted from a similar definition in [DMM+20].

Definition 1 (Justifier). For a message identifier mid we say that Jmid is a justifier if the
following properties hold.

Monotone: If for an honest P and some time τ it holds that Jmid(m, P, τ) = ⊤ then at all τ ′ ≥ τ
it holds that Jmid(m, P, τ ′) = ⊤.

Propagating: If for honest P and some point in time τ it holds that Jmid(m, P, τ) = ⊤, then
eventually the execution will reach a time τ ′ such that Jmid(m, P′, τ ′) = ⊤ for all honest parties
P′.

Most of our protocols will be justified protocols which puts validity constraints on the inputs
and outputs.

Definition 2 (Justified Protocol). A justified protocol Π can have input and output justifiers.

Input justifier: If a protocol has an input justifier Jin it means that a message identifier midin
is associated with the input, Jin = Jmidin, and it is Pmidin which gets the input. Furthermore, if
Pmidin is honest then it is guaranteed that Jin(m) = ⊤ whenever m is input to Pmidin.

Output justifier: If a protocol has an output justifier Jout it means that a message identifier
midout is associated with the output, Jout = Jmidout, it is Pmidout which gives the output, and
when it gives the output it may send the output to all parties with message identifier midout.
Furthermore, if Pmidout is honest and gets output m then it is a security property of the protocol
that if P does send its output to all parties, then Jout(m) = ⊤.

Similarly most internal protocol messages will come with a justifier, which intuitively is used to
force the adversary to behave honestly. In more precise terms: we will say that a predicate P holds
for all possible justified messages of a protocol, by which we mean that it holds for honest messages
which are sent to all parties and in addition that the adversary cannot even cook up messages
which look justified to some honest party but do not have the property P .
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Definition 3 (Possible Justified Messages). Let Π be a protocol. When we say that an
ℓ-ary predicate P holds for all possible justified messages we mean: Run the protocol Π un-
der attack by the adversary. At some point the adversary may output a sequence of triples
(P1, mid1, m1), . . . , (Pℓ, midℓ, mℓ). We say that the adversary wins if the messages identifiers
mid1, . . . , midℓ identify messages of Π, P1, . . . , Pℓ are honest (but not necessarily distinct) par-
ties, for j = 1, . . . , ℓ it holds that Jmidj (mj) = ⊤ at Pj, and P (m1, . . . , mℓ) = ⊥. Otherwise the
adversary looses the game. Any PPT adversary should win with negligible probability.

We will mostly use this to talk about predicates that are satisfied by a subset of all possible
justified messages of a protocol, e.g. belonging to a specific round of a protocol. This is covered
by Definition 3 by making the class of messages part of the predicate P . Note that it is important
for the definition to be meaningful that honest parties send their messages through a channel that
leak them to the adversary, as otherwise an honest message that does not satisfy the P does not
imply the adversary winning the game. For this reason it will be convenient when defining security
properties to use all possible justified outputs of a justified protocol as shorthand for the outputs
of honest parties as well as anything the adversary could convincingly claim to have gotten as
output. This motivates Definition 4 which considers a predicate P only on outputs of the protocol
Π, but then requires the outputs to be sent to all parties. As honest parties send their outputs, the
adversary could easily win the game if an honest party receives output that does not satisfy P .

Definition 4 (Possible Justified Outputs). Let Π be a protocol with output justifier J . When
we say that an ℓ-ary predicate P holds for all possible justified outputs we mean: Let Π ′ be the
protocol Π with only change being that each party on getting output, sends their output to all
parties if this was not already done. Run the protocol Π ′ under attack by the adversary. At some
point the adversary may output a sequence of triples (P1, mid1, m1), . . . , (Pℓ, midℓ, mℓ). We say that
the adversary wins if the mid1, . . . , midℓ are identified with outputs of Π, P1, . . . , Pℓ are honest
(but not necessarily distinct) parties, for j = 1, . . . , ℓ it holds that Jmidj (mj) = ⊤ at Pj, and
P (m1, . . . , mℓ) = ⊥. Otherwise the adversary looses the game. Any PPT adversary should win with
negligible probability.

2.2 Justified Reliable Broadcast

We use the notion of reliable broadcast (RB) (cf. [Bra87]). For a message identifier mid we can
have a possible corrupt sender S send a message m associated to mid such that all parties which
receive m will receive the same m. Furthermore, if any honest party receives m then they all receive
m. We stress that S does not need to be part of C and that while the security properties in the
definition only apply to C and S, we will later implement a protocol which satisfies the definition
but additionally requires participation from a different set of parties P.

Definition 5 (Justified Reliable Broadcast). A protocol Π for nC parties C = {C1, . . . , CnC},
where all parties have input mid. The message identifier mid contains the identity of a sender S
along with the description of a justifier Jmid. The sender additionally has input m ∈ {0, 1}∗ for
which Jmid(m) = ⊤ at S at the time of input.

Validity: If honest S has input (mid, m) and an honest Ci has output (mid, m′) then m′ = m.
Agreement: For all possible justified outputs (mid, m) and (mid, m′) it holds that m = m′.
Eventual Output 1: If S is honest and has input (mid, ·), and all honest Pj start running the

protocol, then eventually all honest Ci have output (mid, ·).
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Eventual Output 2: If an honest Cj has output (mid, ·), and all honest parties start running the
protocol then eventually all honest Ci have output (mid, ·).

We will later give many different implementations of reliable broadcast. We will also show how
to get atomic broadcast among C from reliable broadcast secure against tC < nC/2 parties.

2.3 Justified Leader Election

In the following definitions we will often drop the explicit mentioning of message identifiers. They
are tacitly identified by variable names and adding explicit message identifiers gives no more insight.
In addition, in each of the following protocols each party has an additional input sid, the session
identifier, allowing to identify different runs. We often let it be tacit. All security properties are
defined relative to the same sid and all protocol messages tacitly contains sid.

Definition 6 (Justified Leader Election). A protocol for nC parties C1, . . . , CnC where the input
of the parties is a fixed symbol elect. The output is j ∈ [nC ]. There is an output justifier Jout
specified by the protocol.

Liveness: If all honest parties start running the protocol with input elect, then eventually all
honest parties Ci have an output.

Validity: For all possible justified outputs j it holds that j ∈ {1, . . . , nC}.
Agreement: For all possible justified outputs j and j′ it holds that j = j′.
Unpredictable: If no honest party had input elect yet, then the adversary cannot guess j neg-

ligibly better than at random. In particular, consider the game where the adversary can run the
protocol and at any point in time where no honest party has input elect yet—and at most
once—can output j′. It wins the game if it can continue the execution of the protocol and make
an honest party output j′. No PPT adversary should win this game with probability better than
1/nC + negl.

We note that the leader election protocol from [CKS00] works for the asynchronous model with
t < n/2 corruptions if a threshold signature scheme with unique signatures has been set up among
the parties. To implement the Leader Election protocol which is defined for C = {C1, . . . , CnC} as
above, we will rely on P = {P1, . . . , Pn} and honest majority in both P and C. In some settings
P = C and this is a distinction without a difference, but in other settings we need to sample C at
random from P and do not want to require a special setup between the sampled parties. We will
refer to the following simple protocol as ΠConstantine. On input (elect, sid) a party Ci sends an
authenticated (elect, sid) to P. On seeing tC +1 such messages party Pi sends its signature share on
sid. Given n− t signature shares a party reconstructs σsid = Sigsk(sid), computes csid = Hash(σsid).
Modelling Hash as a random oracle this gives a uniformly random csid unknown until σsid is known,
in particular until the first honest parties gets input elect. The output is justified by verifying
σsid This costs communication O(n · nC · κ).

2.4 Causal Cast

We now present a framework for describing protocols for DAG-style protocols (cf. [KKNS21])
in a modular way and in combination with non-DAG style protocols. In a DAG-style protocol all
messages m are reliably broadcast and they point to the other reliably broadcast messages they were
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computed from. Therefore the receiver can recompute and check the message m. In fact, the message
m never has to be sent, the receiver can compute it itself. This allows to compress the communication
complexity. All that needs to be reliably broadcast are the pointers to the messages used to compute
m. This implements reliable, causal communication against a Byzantine adversary. We will therefore
call our system below causal cast (CC). Each message m to be causal cast will have a message
identifier mid. The set of message identifiers is divided into four disjoint sets of free-choice identifiers,
computed-message identifiers, leader-election identifiers, and constant identifiers. We assume that
the type of mid can be determined efficiently. Each free-choice, computed message, and constant
identifier mid specifies a sender Cmid. Each free-choice identifier mid specifies an input justifier Jin

mid.
Each computed message identifier specifies a next message function NextMessagemid. This function is
PPT and takes as input a set of pairs M = {(midj , mj)}ℓj=1 and outputs m = NextMessagemid(M),
where m = ⊥ indicates that M is not a valid set of inputs for computing the message for mid.
For leader-election identifiers mid we have that mid = sid for a session identifier sid for a justified
leader-election protocol ΠElect with output justifier ΠElect.Jout. The constant identifiers are just a
convenient tool to define that some values on which the parties already agree have been “delivered”,
for instance hardwired values of the protocol.

The system guarantees liveness, agreement on all messages, and that all messages are valid
inputs, valid outputs of a leader election, or computed correctly from other valid messages.

Definition 7 (Causal Cast). A protocol for nC parties C1, . . . , CnC is called a causal cast (CC)
if it has the following properties.

Free-Choice Send: A party Ci can have input (caucast-send, mid, m) where mid is a free choice
identifier Ci = Cmid and Jin

mid(m) = ⊤ at Cmid at the time of input.
Computed-Message Send: A party Ci can have input (caucast-send, mid, m, mid1, . . . , midℓ),

where mid is a computed-message identifier, Ci = Cmid, Ci earlier gave
outputs (caucast-del, midj , mj) for j = 1, . . . , ℓ, and ⊥ ≠ m =
NextMessagemid((mid1, m1), . . . , (midℓ, mℓ)).

Constant Send: A party Ci can have input (caucast-send, mid, m) where mid is a constant
identifier. In that case it is guaranteed that all parties eventually have the same input
(caucast-send, mid, m).

Free-Choice Validity: A party Ci can have output (caucast-del, mid, m), where mid is a free-
choice identifier. It then holds that Jin

mid(m) = ⊤ at Ci at the time of output. Furthermore, if
Cj = Cmid is honest, then Cj had input (caucast-send, mid, m).

Leader Election Validity: A party Ci may output (caucast-del, mid, m) where mid is a leader-
election identifier. In that case mid = sid is a session identifier for a justified leader election
and ΠElect.J sid

out(m) at Ci at the time of output.
Computed-Message Validity: A party Ci can have output

(caucast-del, mid, m, mid1, . . . , midℓ), where mid is a computed-message identifier. In
that case Ci earlier gave outputs (caucast-del, midj , mj , . . .) for j = 1, . . . , ℓ, and
⊥ ≠ m = NextMessagemid((mid1, m1), . . . , (midℓ, mℓ)).

Constant Validity: A party Ci can have output (caucast-del, mid, m). In that case it immedi-
ately before had input (caucast-send, mid, m).

Liveness: If an honest party Ci had input (caucast-send, mid, . . .) or some honest party had
output (caucast-del, mid, . . .) and all honest parties are running the system, then eventually
all honest parties have output (caucast-del, mid, . . .).
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Agreement: For all possible justified outputs (caucast-del, mid, m, . . .) and
(caucast-del, mid, m′, . . .) it holds that m′ = m.

Below is a protocol implementing CC. It uses a sub-protocol for reliable broadcast (RB) among
the parties and a sub-protocol ΠElect for justified leader election. The protocol ΠElect may be
initialised by other protocols. The CC merely reports it outputs—this allows the elections to be
inputs for computed messages in the causal cast system.

Free-Choice Send: On input (caucast-send, mid, m) at Ci where mid is a free choice Ci will
RB m with message identifier mid.

Computed-Message Send: On input (caucast-send, mid, m, mid1, . . . , midℓ) at Ci, where mid
is a computed-message identifier, Ci will RB (mid1, . . . , midℓ) with message identifier mid.

Free-Choice Deliver: On RB m from with message identifier mid from Cmid where mid is a free-
choice identifier, wait until Jin

mid(m) = ⊤ (possibly waiting forever if this never happens) and
then output (caucast-del, mid, m).

Computed-Message Deliver: On RB (mid1, . . . , midℓ) with message identifier mid from Cmid

wait until outputs (caucast-del, midj , mj) were given for j = 1, . . . , ℓ (possibly waiting forever
if this never happens), compute m = NextMessagemid((mid1, m1), . . . , (midℓ, mℓ)), and output
(caucast-del, mid, m, mid1, . . . , midℓ) if m ̸= ⊥.

Leader-Election Deliver: On output (elect, sid, K) from ΠElect output
(caucast-del, sid, K).

Constant Deliver: On input (caucast-send, mid, m) where mid is a constant identifier, output
(caucast-del, mid, m).

The protocols presented in Section 3 will, with the exception of ΠAAB, all follow a similar
pattern which we define as Justified Causal Cast. Often these protocols are chained together with
the input of each being computed from the output of a previous protocol and only the first in the
chain being given free-choice inputs satisfying some Jin predicate. We will in sometimes write that
a value is Causal Cast without specifying if it sent as a free-choice or a computed message. In those
cases we let the type of message be decided by the justifier: i.e. if the value is justified by being
computed from a set of previous messages, then it will be sent as a computed message; otherwise,
it will be sent as free-choice message.

Definition 8 (Justified Causal Cast Protocols). A Justified Causal Cast protocol is a special
case of a Justified protocol as defined Definition 1, where all message are sent through Causal Cast.
We let the justifier Jmid of a message m at Ci be that (caucast-del, mid, m, . . .) was output by
Ci. The input m of each party, identified by midin, is a message with Jin(m) = Jmidin(m) = ⊤.
The output m of each party, identified by midout, can be sent as a computed message in which
case Jout(m) = Jmidout(m) = ⊤. In particular this means that even when a party does not send its
output, it is computed as a function, NextMessagemidout, of previously Causal Cast messages.

We address communication complexity. We can represent a session identifier sid with κ bits as
we can always hash the session identifiers. We can let all parties Pi number the messages they send
using a counter ci = 1, 2, . . .. Then message identifiers can be of the form (sid, i, ci). We do not need
to send sid along with all mid as it is the same for all mid in the protocol. Using that nC , n ∈ poly(κ)
and that ci can become at most polynomially large in a poly-time run of the system each mid can
therefore be represented in log(κ) extra bits. We can therefore represent (mid, mid1, . . . , midℓ) as
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κ + ℓ log(κ) bits. Therefore the communication complexity is that of reliably broadcasting all free-
choice messages m, the leader elections, plus the complexity of reliably broadcasting κ + ℓ log(κ)
per computed message. In many cases a computed message is computed from nC− tC outputs of nC
possible messages with session identifiers sid1, . . . , sidnC known by all parties. In these cases we can
send an nC-bit vector indicating the nC − tC session identifiers to use. Then the communication is
only O(κ+nC) = O(κ) bits per computed message. We return to this when analysing the complexity
of concrete protocols below.

Definition 9 (Complexity). We say that a protocol Π using CC has (expected communication)
complexity

O(c1 in +c2 rb +c3 rb# +c4elect + c5)

if the following holds in expectation, using the above methods for compression, and under O: c1 is
the total number of bits that the protocol needs to RB 4 as inputs, c2 is the total number of bits
that the protocol needs to RB as intermediary values and outputs, c3 is the number of RB instances
run, c4 is the number of calls to the reliable leader election primitive, and c5 is the total number of
bits sent otherwise. Notice that we count all messages sent by all parties.

The reason why we single out the complexity of inputs is that when inputs are given as computed
messages, c1 in only needs to accommodate the description of the set of messages used to compute
the inputs.

3 Honest Majority Asynchronous Atomic Broadcast from Reliable Broadcast

We now present a protocol for atomic broadcast. As noted in Section 2, we will describe this protocol
for a set of parties C = {C1, . . . , CnC} of which we assume at most tC < nC/2 are corrupted.

Definition 10 (Atomic Broadcast). A protocol for nC parties C1, . . . , CnC . There is an input
justifier Jin. Each Ci holds a list Ledgeri.

Input: Pi get inputs m where Jin(m) = ⊤. We use Scheduled to denote the set of (i, m) such that
m was input at an honest Pi. We use Scheduledτ to denote the value of this set at time τ .

Liveness: For all honest Ci and all times τ it holds eventually that Scheduledτ ⊆ Ledgeri.
Monotone: For all Ci and τ ′ ≥ τ it holds that Ledgerτ

i ⊏ Ledgerτ ′
i .

Agreement: For all Ci and Cj it holds that Ledgerτ
i ⊏ Ledgerτ

j or Ledgerτ
j ⊏ Ledgerτ

i .

In this section we build an Atomic Broadcast which has communication complexity O(β · rb)
when there is enough traffic, as discussed in detail later.

3.1 Justified Gather

We describe and analyse our Justified Gather protocol. We consider protocols where each party
has an input Bi ∈ {0, 1}∗, which we will call a block below.

Definition 11 (block set). A block set is a set of pairs U = {(Cj , Bj)}Cj∈P , where P ⊆ C and
|P | ≥ nC − tC.

4 I.e., the sum of the length of messages input to a RB.
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We think of (Cj , Bj) ∈ U as Cj having input Bj . The Gather primitive says that each party Ci has
a block set Ui as output and there is a large common core, i.e., a set U of size nC − tC which is a
subset of each Ui. So all parties to some extend agree on a large set U , but some Ci might have
extra elements in Ui and they do not know which are the extra ones.

Definition 12 (Justified Gather). A protocol for nC parties C1, . . . , CnC . There is an input jus-
tifier Jin and an output justifier Jout specified by the protocol. All honest Ci have an input Bi for
which Jin(Bi) = ⊤ at Ci at the time the input is given.

Liveness: If all honest parties start running the protocol with a Jin-justified input then eventually
all honest parties have a Jout-justified output.

Justified Blocks: For all possible justified outputs U and all (potentially corrupt) Ci and all
(Ci, Bi) ∈ U it holds that Jin(Bi) = ⊤.

Validity: For all possible justified outputs U and all honest Ci and all (Ci, Bi) ∈ U it holds that
Ci had input Bi.

Agreement: For all possible justified outputs U and U ′ and all (Ci, Bi) ∈ U and (Ci, B′
i) ∈ U ′ it

holds that Bi = B′
i.

Large Core: For all possible justified outputs (U1, . . . , Um) it holds that |
⋂m

k=1 Uk| ≥ nC − tC.

We present a Justified Gather protocol, ΠGather, in Fig. 1. The protocol follows the structure
of the get-core protocol presented by Attiya and Welch in [AW04] and attributed to Gafni. The
get-core protocol tolerates crash failures of up to half of the parties and works as follows: All parties
gossip an input (U0) and then in two rounds gather sets of inputs from nC − tC parties take the
union (U1 and U2) and gossips it. When taking the union of the U2 sets it can be shown that
all resulting sets (U3) have a common core of size nC − tC . The proof goes by arguing that the
U1

i set of some party, Ci must be included in the majority of U2 sets and thus in all U3 sets. The
get-core protocol was later adapted to the Byzantine setting by Dolev and Gafni in [DG16] using an
abstraction similar to Causal Cast. However, the proof relies on an honest supermajority sending
U sets. We stress that the proof of Theorem 1 implies that the protocol presented in [DG16] would
also be secure against a minority of Byzantine parties when given a RB functionality.

1. The input of Ci is Bi with Jin(Bi) = ⊤. Party Ci lets U0
i = {(Ci, Bi)}. The singleton set is justified by

Bi satisfying Jin.
2. For r ∈ [1; 3] Party Ci causal casts Ur−1

i
a and collects incoming Ur−1

j from parties Cj , lets P r
i be the set

of Cj it heard from, waits until |P r
i | ≥ nC − tC , and lets

Ur
i =

⋃
Cj ∈P r

i

Ur−1
j .

The set is justified by being computed from the set P r
i where |P r

i | ≥ nC − tC.
3. Party Ci outputs U3

i .
a Whether Ur−1

i is causal cast as a free-choice or computed message is determined by its justifier.

Fig. 1. Protocol ΠGather.

We show that ΠGather is a Justified Gather protocol. The proof largely follows the idea from
[AW04] of describing a table and counting entries with ones. While they only consider crash failures,
we allow Byzantine corruptions. However, since the all the messages are justified and sent through
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Causal Cast, the adversary must either follow the protocol or stay silent. This allows the proof
from [AW04] to go through with the original combinatorial argument, but a slightly different inter-
pretation of the table. Dolev and Gafni, who previously adapted the protocol to tolerate Byzantine
corruptions in [DG16], altered the table to only have a row and column for each honest party, which
gives a simpler proof but also means that it needs an honest supermajority to go through.

Theorem 1. If tC < nC/2 then ΠGather is a Justified Gather. If β =
∑nC

i=1 |Bi| then it has com-
plexity O(β in +nC rb# +nC

2 rb) .

Proof. We first address the complexity. In the first round nC parties each causal cast their input,
possibly as a computed message. This contributes β in +nC rb#. Then in a constant number of
rounds each party RBs a set described by nC bits, adding O(nC rb# +nC

2 rb) and resulting in total
of O(β in +nC rb# +nC

2 rb).
Liveness, Justified Blocks, Validity, and Agreement are all trivial so we only show Large Core.

Initially singleton sets of inputs, U0, are sent through causal cast with the only restriction being that
the block satisfies Jin. If the message of a corrupted party reaches any honest party then it reaches
all honest parties and satisfies Jin. As this is all we require of a message from an honest party, the
only way to deviate from the protocol is to not send a valid message. Similarly, in the following
rounds r ∈ [1; 2] the accumulated set U r is sent through causal cast as a computed message based
on the messages from previous round. So, the adversary must choose to either stay silent or send a
message identical to what would have been sent by an honest party if they had received messages
from the claimed set of parties P r. The result now follows from the counting argument in [AW04].
We show that there is at least one party Ci whose U1

i set is included in all possible justified outputs.
This is sufficient for the Large Core property as all justified U1 sets include nC − tC input values.

Let T be an nC by nC table. For each row i: if Ci sends a message U2
i which at some point

is received by an honest party, then each entry T [i, j] is one if Cj ∈ P 2
i and zero otherwise.

Alternatively: U2
i is never received by an honest party and we let T [i, j] be one if and only if U1

j is
eventually received by an honest party. Since all rows contain at least nC−tC ones, there are at least
nC(nC− tC) ones in the table. So, at least one of the nC columns, k, must contain nC− tC ones. This
means that set of parties whose U2 set will eventually be received by an honest party and which
does not include U1

k has size at most tC . Call this set of parties S. By Computed-Message Validity,
if a message which is never received by an honest party is referenced in a computed message, then
that computed message is justified in the view of an honest party. In particular if U2

i is never
received by an honest party, and Cj sends U3

j justified by P 3
j which points to U2

i , then U3
j will never

be justified in the view of an honest party.5 So, when in the next round any possible justified output
U3 is justified by taking the union of nC − tC U2 sets, at least nC − tC − |S| ≥ nC − 2tC > 1 of them
will not be in S, i.e. it will contain U1

k . Thus U1
k is a subset of all possible justified outputs U3 and

these all satisfy Large Core.

3.2 Justified Graded Gather

We describe and analyse our Justified Graded Gather protocol. This is just a Justified Gather,
where each party also has knowledge about the common core. Each Ci will output a set Ti of size
at least nC − tC which is guaranteed to be a subset of the common core U .

5 Note that Definition 4 only concerns outputs that can be sent and satisfy Jout.
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Definition 13 (Justified Graded Gather). A protocol for nC parties C1, . . . , CnC . There is an
input justifier Jin and an output justifier Jout specified by the protocol. All honest Ci have an input
Bi for which Jin(Bi) = ⊤ at Ci at the time the input is given.

Liveness: If all honest parties start running the protocol with a Jin-justified input then eventually
all honest parties have a Jout-justified output.

Justified Blocks: For all possible justified outputs (U, T ) and all (potentially corrupt) Ci and all
(Ci, Bi) ∈ U it holds that Jin(Bi) = ⊤.

Sub Core: For all possible justified outputs ((U1, T 1), . . . , (Um, T m)) it holds that T i ⊆
⋂m

k=1 Uk

for all i ∈ [m].
Validity: For all possible justified outputs (U, T ) and all honest Ci and all (Ci, Bi) ∈ U it holds

that Ci had input Bi.
Agreement: For all possible justified outputs (U, T ) and (U ′, T ′) and all (Ci, Bi) ∈ S and (Ci, B′

i) ∈
U ′ it holds that Bi = B′

i.
Large Sub Core: For all possible justified outputs ((U1, T 1), . . . , (Um, T m)) it holds that
|
⋂m

k=1 T k| ≥ nC − tC.

1. The input of Ci is Bi with Jin(Bi) = ⊤. All parties run ΠGather with Ci inputting Bi justified by Jin. Let
the output of Ci be U ′

i .
2. Party Ci causal casts U ′

i as a computed-message justified by ΠGather.Jout and collects justified U ′
j from

parties Cj , lets Pi be the set of Cj it heard from and waits until |Pi| ≥ nC − tC .
3. Party Ci outputs

(Ui, Ti) =
( ⋃

Cj ∈Pi

U ′
j ,

⋂
Cj ∈Pi

U ′
j

)
.

The outputs are justified by being computed as above from justified sets.

Fig. 2. ΠGradedGather

Theorem 2. If tC < nC/2 then ΠGradedGather is a Justified Graded Gather. If β =∑nC
i=1 |Bi| and ΠGradedGather uses ΠGather from Fig. 1 as sub-protocol, then it has complexity
O(β in +nC

2 rb +nC rb#) .

Proof. Complexities, Liveness, Justified Blocks, Validity and Agreement follow from the same prop-
erties of Justified Gather. We have that

⋂nC
k=1 Tk =

⋂nC
k=1

⋂
Cj∈Pi

U ′
j , so Large Sub Core follows from

Large Core of Justified Gather. Sub Core follows from the below lemma.

Lemma 1 (Sub Core). Let (·, Ti) and (Uι, ·) be any possible justified outputs. Then Ti ⊆ Uι.

Proof. It is enough to argue that if (Ck, Bk) ∈ Ti then (Ck, Bk) ∈ Uι. If (Ck, Bk) ∈ Ti then Ck ∈ U ′
j

for all Cj ∈ Pi. Since |Pi| ≥ nC − tC ≥ tC + 1 it follows that any party receiving nC − tC justified sets
U ′

j will also receive a set U ′
j with Ck ∈ U ′

j . Namely, the sets are reliably broadcast so if two parties
receive justified U ′

j and Û ′
j then U ′

j = Û ′
j . Since all parties collect nC − tC justified sets U ℓ

· to justify
Uι =

⋃
Cj∈P ℓ

ι
U ℓ

j it follows that (Cj , Bk) ∈ Uι. ⊓⊔
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3.3 Justified Graded Block Selection

We now present our graded block selection protocol. Here each party has as input a block Bi and
as output a block Ci. The goal is to let Ci be one of the inputs and to agree on Ci. Since corrupted
parties can pick their own input and we allow that Ci = Bi for a corrupt Ci we simply define validity
by saying that the output should be some justified input. Note that this implies that if there is only
one possible justified input, then that will become the only justifiable output. We will not always
be able to perfectly agree on the output, instead the output will have a grade g ∈ {0, 1, 2}. The
grades are never more than 1 apart and if the grade is 2 then there was agreement on Ci. Finally,
we want that with some non-zero probability the grade will be 2.

Definition 14 (Justified Graded Block Selection). A protocol for nC parties C1, . . . , CnC .
There is an input justifier Jin and an output justifier Jout specified by the protocol. All honest Ci

have an input Bi for which Jin(Bi) = ⊤ at the time the input Bi is given. The output of the protocol
is a block Ci justified by Jout.

Liveness: If all honest parties start running the protocol with a Jin-justified input then eventually
all honest parties have a Jout-justified output.

Justified Output: Jin(Ci) = ⊤ holds for all possible Jout-justified outputs (Ci, ·).
Graded Agreement: For all possible justified outputs (Ci, gi) and (Cj , gj) it holds that |gi−gj | ≤

1. Furthermore, if both gi, gj > 0 then Ci = Cj.
Positive Agreement: There exists α > 0 such that with probability at least α − negl all possible

justified outputs of at least nC − tC parties will have grade gi = 2.
Stability: If there are possible justified outputs (Ci, ·) and (Cj , ·) with Ci ̸= Cj then there exist two

justified inputs Bi and Bj with Bi ̸= Bj.

1. The input of Ci is Bi with Jin(Bi) = ⊤.
2. The parties run ΠGradedGather with input Bi and input justifier Jin. Let the output of Ci be (Ui, Ti) and

causal cast this as a computed message.a
3. On receiving (Uj , Tj) from nC − tC parties Cj ∈ Pi, the parties run a justified leader election to elect a

justified king Ck.
4. Party Ci outputs

(Ci, gi) =


(Bk, 2) if ∃(Ck, Bk) ∈ Ti

(Bk, 1) if ∃(Ck, Bk) ∈ Ui \ Ti

(Bi, 0) if ∄(Ck, ·) ∈ Ui .

The output is justified by being computed as above from justified values.
a The point of this message is not to distribute the sets, but to commit nC − tC parties to their output of

ΠGradedGather before an honest party initiates leader election.

Fig. 3. ΠGradedSelectBlock

Theorem 3. If tC < nC/2 then ΠGradedSelectBlock is a Justified Graded Block Selection. When
β =

∑nC
i=1 |Bi| and when using ΠGradedGather from Fig. 2 as sub-protocol the complexity is

O(β in +nC
2 rb +nC rb# + elect) .

Proof. We start with the complexity. ΠGradedGather has complexity O(β in +nC
2 rb +nC rb#). In

addition to this ΠGradedSelectBlock only does one leader election. It has to send no more causal
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cast information as the justifier for (Ci, gi) is the justified Bi, the justified (Ui, Ti), and the justified
Ck, which have all been causal cast already. Liveness is straight forward. We argue Justified Output.
Let (Ci, gi) be any justified output. If gi = 0 then by definition Ci = Bi is a justified input. If gi > 0
then Bi = Bk for (Ck, Ck) ∈ Ui and therefore Ck is a justified input to the Graded Gather which
also used Jin as input justifier. Then use the Justified Blocks property. To argue Graded Agreement
let (Ci, gi) and (Cj , gj) be any justified outputs. To argue that |gi − gj | ≤ 1 it is sufficient to prove
that if gi = 2 then gj ̸= 0. So assume that gi = 2. Then (Ck, Ci) ∈ Tk for some justified Tk.
Therefore, by Sub Core, (Ck, Ci) ∈ Uj , and therefore gj ≥ 1. Assume then that gi, gj > 0. In
that case (Ck, Ci) ∈ Ui and (Ck, Cj) ∈ Uj , so by Agreement of the Graded Gather it follows that
Ci = Cj . We then argue Positive Agreement for α = 1/2. Consider the first honest Ci to start
running the leader election. When this happens Ci already received (Uj , Tj) from nC − tC parties
Cj . By Large Sub Core of ΠGradedGather these Tj sets have an intersection of size at least nC − tC .
Since |

⋂
Cj∈Pi

Ti| ≥ nC − tC > nC/2 it follows that Ck ∈ Tj for all Cj ∈ Pi with probability at
least 1/2− negl. Whenever this happens, no party in Pi can justify an output with grade less than
2. To argue Stability just note that it holds for both Ci and Cj that they are justified inputs of
ΠGradedSelectBlock. ⊓⊔

3.4 Justified Block Selection

We now present our (ungraded) block selection protocol. The difference from graded block selection
is that all possible justified outputs Ci should be identical.

Definition 15 (Justified Block Selection). A protocol for nC parties C1, . . . , CnC . There is an
input justifier Jin and an output justifier Jout. All honest Ci have an input Bi for which Jin(Bi) = ⊤
at the time the input was given. The output of the protocol is a block Ci justified by Jout.

Liveness: If all honest parties start running the protocol with a Jin-justified input then eventually
all honest parties have a Jout-justified output.

Justified Output: Jin(Ci) = ⊤ holds for all possible Jout-justified outputs Ci.
Agreement: For all possible justified outputs Ci and Cj it holds that Ci = Cj.

1. The input of Ci is Bi with Jin(Bi) = ⊤. It initialises GaveOutputi = ⊥.
2. Let B0

i = Bi and g0
i = 0, which is justified if Jin(B0

i ) = ⊤ and g0
i = 0.

3. For rounds r = 1, . . . each party Ci with GaveOutputi = ⊥ runs ΠGradedSelectBlock where:
(a) Ci has input Br−1

i .
(b) The input of Ci is justified by a justified (Br−1

i , gr−1
i ) where gr−1

i < 2.
(c) Ci eventually gets justified output (Br

i , gr
i ).a

4. In addition to the above loop each Ci runs the following echo rules:
– In the first round r where GaveOutputi = ⊥ and gr

i = 2, set GaveOutputi = ⊤ and output Ci = Br
i .

Causal cast the output as a computed message using the justifier for (Br
i , gr

i ).
– In the first round r where GaveOutputi = ⊥ and where some justified (Bρ

j , gρ
j ) propagated from

Cj ̸= Ci with gρ
j = 2, set GaveOutputi = ⊤, and output Ci = Bρ

j . The output justifier is the justifier
for (Bρ

j , gρ
j ).

a Recall that by Definition 8 this output can be sent as a computed message.

Fig. 4. ΠSelectBlock
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Theorem 4. If tC < nC/2 then ΠSelectBlock is a Justified Select Block Protocol. When β =∑nC
i=1 |Bi| and using the protocol ΠGradedSelectBlock from Fig. 3 as sub-protocol the complexity is
O(β in +nC

2 rb +nC rb# + elect) .

Proof. We start with the complexity. The first run of ΠGradedSelectBlock has com-
plexity O(β in +nC

2 rb +nC rb# +elect), and each following run has complexity
O(nC

2 rb +nC rb# +elect), where we ignore the in component as the size of the message
identifiers needed to send the outputs as computed messages (nC bits for each) is dominated by
other costs. Besides this the protocol only causal casts computed values for which the receiver
knows the message identifier, so there is no more information to causal cast. The protocol termi-
nates in expected O(1) rounds as argued below. This gives the desired complexity. Liveness follows
from Positive Agreement: at some point all possible justified outputs from at least nC − tC parties
of the rth iteration of ΠGradedSelectBlock will have gr

i = 2. These parties cannot give justified
input to ΠGradedSelectBlock in round r + 1, which means that it will deadlock. Additionally one
of these parties is honest and will have gr

i = 2, and then the protocol will eventually terminate
by construction of the echo rules. Justified Outputs is clear by the Justified Output rule of
ΠGradedSelectBlock which maintains that Jin(Br

i ) = ⊤ for all r. We then argue Agreement.
Assume that some Ci outputs Ci. Then it saw a justified (Br

j = Ci, 2). Let r be the smallest r
for which a justified (Br

j , 2) was seen by an honest party. Then by graded agreement all justified
(Br

j , g) for round r will have Br
j = Ci. Therefore, by Stability, it holds for all justified (Bρ

j , g) for
rounds ρ ≥ r that Bρ

j = Ci. Now consider any other honest party Ck which outputs Ck. Then it
saw some justified (Br′

j = Ck, 2). Since we picked r to be minimal we have that r′ ≥ r. From this
it follows that Br′

j = Ci. Ergo Cj = Ci. ⊓⊔

3.5 Justified Agreement on a Core Set

We then present a protocol for Justified Agreement on a Core Set (JACS). It just lets each party
propose a set and then picks nC − tC of them.

Definition 16 (Justified Agreement on a Core Set). A protocol for nC parties C1, . . . , CnC

with input and output justifiers Jin and Jout. All honest Ci have an input Bi for which Jin(Bi) = ⊤
at the time of input.

Liveness: If all honest parties start running the protocol with a Jin-justified input then eventually
all honest parties have a Jout-justified output.

Validity: For all possible Jout-justified outputs U and all honest Ci and all (Ci, Bi) ∈ U it holds
that Ci had input Bi.

Justified Blocks: For all possible justified outputs U and all (potentially corrupt) Ci and all
(Ci, Bi) ∈ U it holds that Jin(Bi) = ⊤.

Agreement: For all possible justified outputs Ui and Uj it holds that Ui = Uj.
Large Core: For all possible justified outputs U it holds that |S| ≥ nC − tC.

Theorem 5. If tC < nC/2 then ΠACS is a JACS protocol. When β =
∑nC

i=1 |Bi| and when using
ΠSelectBlock from Fig. 4 as sub-protocol the complexity is O(β in +nC

2 rb +nC rb# + elect) .
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1. The input of Ci is Bi with Jin(Bi) = ⊤.
2. Party Ci causal casts Bi as a free-choice message. This message is justified by Jin(Bi) = ⊤.
3. Party Ci collects at least nC − tC justified Bj from parties Cj ∈ Pi and lets Ui = {(Cj , Bj)}Cj ∈Pi . This

value is justified by each Bj being justified and |Pi| ≥ nC − tC .
4. Run ΠSelectBlock where Ci inputs Ui. The input justifier of ΠSelectBlock is that Ui is computed from Pi

as in the above step.
5. Party Ci gets output Ci from ΠSelectBlock and outputs Ci. The output justifier is that Ci is a justified

output from the above ΠSelectBlock.

Fig. 5. Protocol to Agree on a Core Set ΠACS

Proof. Safety and liveness properties follows directly from those of ΠSelectBlock. We address the
complexity. The causal cast of all blocks Bi costs β in. Causal casting the inputs to ΠSelectBlock,
Ui, costs nC

2 rb to specify the sets Pi. Running ΠSelectBlock then costs an additional expected
O(nC

2 rb +nC rb# + elect), where we ignore the in component as it is run on computed messages.
There are no further costs. ⊓⊔

3.6 Atomic Broadcast

We now give a protocol for atomic broadcast assuming reliable broadcast. It allows an arbitrary
set of parties of polynomial size in κ to add transactions to a an ordered eventually consistent list
Ledger. 6 We first discuss some hairy details of how transactions are collected to not clutter the
protocol description with these.

Definition 17 (Transaction identifiers, Blocks, Message Sets). The first item establishes a
FIFO delivery on reliable broadcast of transactions. The second item establishes FIFO delivery on
reliable broadcast of blocks with non-duplicate transaction identifiers.

– In the ΠAAB protocol the parties will send around so-called transaction identifiers (j, cj) iden-
tifying transaction number cj by Sj. We say that (j, cj) is justified at Ci if it saw that some
(j, cj , mj) was reliable broadcast by Sj and cj = 1 or (j, cj − 1) is similarly justified at Ci. This
means that the transaction identifiers become justified in order cj = 1, 2, . . . and that when (j, cj)
is justified, the message mj is known. Let Msg(j, cj) = mj.

– Parties Ci will send out blocks Be
i , where e is an epoch number and Be

i is a set of transaction
identifiers (j, cj). The set Be

i is justified at Ck if all (j, cj) ∈ Be
i are justified and not included

in Be′
i for any e′ < e and Ck already received previous block Be−1

i which is similarly justified.7
Justified blocks define message sets as follows. Let Msg(B0

i ) = ∅ and for e > 0 and justified Be
i

let Msg(Be
i ) = {Msg(j, cj)|(j, cj) ∈ Be

i } ∪Msg(Be−1
i ).

Theorem 6. If tC < nC/2 then protocol ΠAAB is an atomic broadcast. When β is the total bit-
length of all inputs, ι is the number of inputs, and ρ is the number of epochs in the protocol, and
when using ΠACS from Fig. 5 as sub-protocol, and assuming that on average inputs have length at
least nC log(κ), the communication complexity is

O
(
β rb +ι · rb# +ρ ·

(
nC

2 rb +nC rb# + elect
))

.

6 If these parties are a subset of C, then the AB can be constructed simply by running ΠACS with transactions as
input, outputting the result as an extension to Ledger and then repeating.

7 The blocks with e = 0 are empty and always justified, so the recursion ends at e = 0.
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Init: All Ci lets Ledgeri = (), Scheduledi = ∅, OnGoingi = ⊥, and ei = 0. Define B0
i = ∅ and that B0

i has
been CC received from Ci by all Cj already. For all Pj ∈ P let cj = 0.

Input: Si: On input m at Si where Jin(m) = ⊤ let ci ← ci + 1 and RB (ci, m).
Schedule: Ci: On arrival of RB of (cj , m) from Sj where cj = 1 or (j, cj − 1) ∈ Scheduledi, add (j, cj) to

Scheduledi.
Propose Next Block: Party Ci: If OnGoingi = ⊥ and Scheduledi\(Msg(Bei

i )∪Ledgeri) ̸= ∅, let OnGoingi =
⊤ and atomically do the following:a
1. Let ei ← ei + 1.
2. Let Bei

i = Scheduledi \ (Msg(Bei
i ) ∪ Ledgeri).

3. Start ΠACS
ei with input Bei

i and the input justifier being that it is a valid block composed of message
identifiers as explained in Definition 17.b

Extend Ledger: If OnGoingi = ⊤ and ΠACS
ei produces output Uei = {(Cj , Bei

j )}Cj ∈P , then let Mei =
∪Cj ∈P Msg(Bei

j ), sort Mei \ Ledgeri using some deterministic rule to get a list M , and let Ledgeri ←
Ledgeri∥M . Then let OnGoingi = ⊥.

a Here any non-deadlocking condition Waiti can be added to let Scheduledi \ (Msg(Bei
i ) ∪ Ledgeri) grow to

some bigger size.
b Note that this involves only identifiers of the values justifying Bei

i . We discuss as part of analysing com-
munication complexity exactly which values need to be sent.

Fig. 6. Atomic Broadcast Protocol ΠAAB.

Proof. The ledger is clearly monotone. Consider Agreement. By Agreement of ΠACS there is agree-
ment on U e. As Msg is a function this implies agreement on M e, and thus agreement on Ledger
by a simple induction. We then look at liveness. Liveness of RB means that (j, cj) eventually
ends up in Scheduledi at all honest Ci. In the next run of ΠACS message mj will then be in
Msg(Bej

j ) for all honest Cj ∈ P . Since |P | = nC − tC ≥ tC + 1 there is an honest Cj in P , so m
will be in M ei and then Ledgeri. We count complexity. Each input is reliably broadcast. This is
O(β rb +ι rb#). To causal cast the blocks in ΠACS we only need to causal cast the transaction
identifiers and wi, as it is clear from wi which other values are needed to justify the block. We
count the total length of the sets in all blocks, i.e.,

∑
i,e | enc(Be

i )| for an asymptotically optimal
encoding of the set of transaction identifiers. For each input we add (j, cj) to at most nC blocks.
Since j and cj are counters they will be O(poly(κ)) in any poly-time run, so we represent them
with O(log(poly(κ))) = O(log(κ)) bits. Therefore

∑
i,e | enc(Be

i )| = O(ιnC log(κ)). This overall
adds O(ιnC log(κ) rb). We assumed that inputs have average length at least nC log(κ). Therefore
ιnC log(κ) = O(β), so the contribution is O(β rb). In each of ρ epochs, Ci inputs Bi to ΠACS which
contributes an extra O(nC

2 rb +nC rb# + elect). ⊓⊔

4 Optimally Resilient Subquadratic AAB

We now present an Asynchronous Atomic Broadcast protocol for n parties P = {P1, . . . , Pn} with
subquadratic communication and optimal resilience against t < n/3 Byzantine corruptions. It uses
a committee C = {C1, . . . , CnC} in which assume tC < nC/2 parties are corrupted. This can be
realised by sampling C from P as we discuss in Section 4.1. We will refer to P as the ground
population, parties P ∈ P as ground members, C as the committee, and parties C ∈ C as committee
members.

The blueprint for the construction is to have the committee run ΠAAB and then disseminate
the results to the ground population. However, ΠAAB relies on RB and because we want optimal
resilience there is only a constant probability that C has the honest supermajority needed for
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asynchronous RB. For this reason the parties in P will be assisting C in the implementation of RB
for C in Section 4.2. Finally, in Section 4.3 we give a protocol that allows C to distribute extensions
of the ledger to P, which provides the last piece of the puzzle for subquadratic AAB for P which
we analyse in Section 4.4.

4.1 Sampling a Committee with Honest Majority

As demonstrated in [ACKN23], when a protocol requires honest supermajority and a subprotocol
only needs honest majority, the subprotocol can be delegated securely to a randomly sampled
committee with reasonable constants, assuming corruptions are static. The basic idea is that from
the n parties P one samples a uniformly random subset C of size nC = Θ(κ). Since we are sampling
from a set with a supermajority of honest parties and only need that C has a majority of honest
parties the size of C can be practical. In our setting the set C could be constructed simply by
running nC = |C| justified leader elections in parallel and wait for all of them and let C be the nC
winners. A party elected multiple times can be handled by proceeding with a smaller C or letting
the party run multiple parties. There are, however, many different ways in the literature for doing
sub-sampling of committees. We therefore leave the concrete subsampling out of the description and
just assume that it has been done and that there are at most tC < nC/2 corruptions in C. For now
we just remark that if committees are sampled with replacement from P with equal probability,
the amount of honest parties in the committee follows the binomial distribution. In [ACKN23] this
is used to show that 653 is the minimal committee size needed to get honest majority with 60 bits
of statistical security and optimal resilience of t < n/3.

To allow comparison against other works that get subquadratic communication via random
committees without optimal resilience, we compute (cf. Appendix A) the minimal secure commit-
tee sizes for various choices of statistical security parameter (σ) and maximal fraction of corruption
tolerated among P (c). The method used is simply checking that the cumulative distribution func-
tion of the honest parties getting elected for a minority of the roles on the committee is bounded
by 2−σ. The results are given in Table 1. In particular it shows that a committee of 173 parties
would be resilient against a 1/5 of the ground population being corrupt with 60 bits of security.
This compares well against the Algorand setting in which less than a 1/5 of the ground population
is assumed to be corrupted in order to get 56 bits of security with committees of 6000 parties
(cf. [BBK+23]).

σ 30 40 60 80
c 1/5 1/4 1/3 1/5 1/4 1/3 1/5 1/4 1/3 1/5 1/4 1/3

nC 81 127 307 111 173 423 173 269 653 235 363 887
Table 1. Minimal committee sizes (nC) that guarantee an honest majority (except with probability 2−σ) when
parties are sampled according to the binomial distribution from a ground population in which less than a fraction c
of the parties are corrupted.

4.2 Subquadratic Reliable Broadcast

We now present a reliable broadcast protocol for nC parties C implemented using P. We assume
that at most t < n/3 parties in P are corrupt and at most tC < nC/2 parties in C are corrupt.
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Setup: We assume a setup for a threshold signature scheme with verification key vk being public and each
Pi holding key share ski. The reconstruction threshold is n − t. The protocol also use a Merkle-tree
scheme (Acc, Wit, Mem) and uses an erasure code EC = (Enc, Dec) with nC code words and reconstruction
threshold nC − tC .

Input: Designated sender S: On input (mid, m) with Jmid(m) = ⊤ let M = {i, mi}[nC ] = EC.Enc(m), let
z = Acc(ak, M), and send (mid, z) to all Pk.

SubSign Pk: On receiving (mid, z) from S, where no (mid, ·) was received from S before and Jmid(m) = ⊤,
send σk = Sigskk

((mid, z)) to S.
Send Shards: S: On having received n− t valid signature shares compute σ = Sigsk((mid, z)) using Combine

and send (mid, z, σ, mi, wi = Wit(ak, z, mi)) to Ci.
Echo and Record own Shard: Ci: On having received (mid, z, σ, mi, wi) with Vervk((mid, z), σ) = ⊤ and

Mem(ak, z, wi, mi) = ⊤ from S or some party Cj ∈ C send (mid, z, σ, mi, wi) to all other parties and
record (mid, z, i, mi).

Record other Shards: Cj ∈ C: On having received (mid, z, σ, mi, wi) with Vervk((mid, z), σ) = ⊤ and
Mem(ak, z, wi, mi) = ⊤ from Ci record (mid, z, i, mi). Note that we deliberately do not echo here.

Combine Shards: Cj ∈ C: On having recorded (mid, z, i, mi) for nC−tC parties Ci for the same mid, call the
set of these parties S, compute m = EC.Dec({(i, mi)}Ci∈S) and M = EC.Enc(m) and z′ = Acc(ak, M). If
z′ = z then output (mid, m) and for each Ci ∈ C compute wi = Wit(ak, z, mi) and send (mid, z, σ, mi, wi)
to Ci.

Fig. 7. ΠSQRB: A protocol for reliable broadcast with designated sender S for nC parties of which at most tC < nC/2
are corrupt. It is implemented using n ground members of which at most t < n/3 are corrupt.

Theorem 7. If tC < nC/2 and t < n/3, then ΠSQRB is a reliable broadcast for C. If messages have
length β ≥ κ, then the complexity is O(βnC + nκ + nC

2κ), which is of the form O(β rb + rb#) for
rb = nC and rb# = nκ + nC

2κ. For large populations n ≥ nC
2 or large messages β ≥ nCκ the

complexity is O(βnC + nκ) such that rb# = nκ.

Proof. We argue agreement. If a party accepts (mid, z, σ, mi, wi) then it was signed by n− t ground
members and therefore at least t + 1 honest ground members. Therefore z is unique for mid. And if
Cj outputs (mid, m) then z = Acc(ak, EC.Enc(m)) and therefore they all output the same m if they
output something. Eventual Output 1 is trivial. We argue eventual Output 2. Assume some honest
Cj outputs (mid, m). Then it sends (mid, z, σ, mi, wi) to each Ci and therefore each honest Ci sends
(mid, z, σ, mi, wi) to all parties in Echo and Record own Shard. There are nC− tC honest parties
doing this, so all honest will end up recording nC − tC shards and output (mid, m) in Combine
Shards. We count complexity. Getting the signature shares from n ground members Pj costs nκ.
Each mi and wi is sent to and from Ci at most O(nC) times which contributes O(nC |mi| + nCκ).
Summing over Ci this gives O(nC |m|+ nC

2κ). For large ground populations n ≥ nC
2 we have that

O(βnC + nκ + nC
2κ) = O(βnC + nκ + nκ) = O(βnC + nκ). For large messages β ≥ nCκ we have

that O(βnC + nκ + nC
2κ) = O(βnC + nκ + nCβ) = O(βnC + nκ). ⊓⊔

Corollary 1. Protocol ΠAAB when using ΠACS for ACS, ΠConstantine for leader election, and
ΠSQRB for RB is an atomic broadcast for C. Let β be the total length of inputs and let ι be the number
of inputs. Then assuming that on average inputs have length at least nC log(κ) the communication
complexity is

βnC + ι · (nκ + nC
2κ) + ρ ·

(
nnCκ + nC

3κ
)

. (1)

If there is a large ground population n ≥ nC
2 or messages which are large on average (i.e. β/ι ≥ nCκ),

and if the protocol on average consumes at least nC messages per epoch, then the complexity is

βnC + ιnκ . (2)
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Proof. The complexity of ΠAAB is β rb +ι · rb# +ρ ·
(
nC

2 rb + elect +nC rb#
)
. Plug in rb = nC ,

rb# = nκ + nC
2κ, and elect = nnCκ to get

βnC + ι · (nκ + nC
2κ) + ρ ·

(
nnCκ + nC

3κ
)

.

If on average we consume nC messages per epoch then ρnC ≤ ι, so we get

ρ ·
(
nnCκ + nC

3κ
)
≤ ι · (nκ + nC

2κ) .

So we can drop the LHS asymptotically. If n ≥ nC
2 then nκ ≥ nC

2κ. Equivalently, if β/ι ≥ nCκ then
βnC ≥ ι · nC

2κ. In both cases we can drop ι · nC
2κ asymptotically. ⊓⊔

4.3 Justified Outcast
To transform ΠAAB into an AB for the ground population, we need P to receive the updated state
of the ledger from C. We call this primitive outcast as it can be thought of as reliable broadcast of
a message held by committee “out” to the ground population. We assume that all parties agree on
the message m to be sent.

Definition 18 (Reliable Outcast). A protocol for nC parties C1, . . . , CnC and n ground members
P1, . . . , Pn, where all parties have input mid. The parties additionally have an already agreed upon
input m ∈ {0, 1}∗.
Validity: If all honest Ci have input (mid, m) and an honest Pi has output (mid, m′) then m′ = m.
Eventual Output: If all honest Ci have input (mid, m) and start running the protocol, then even-

tually all honest Pi which start running the protocol have an output (mid, ·).

Outcasting is trivial when at most tC < nC/2 parties are corrupt. First each party takes m
and uses an erasure code to encode it as shards (m1, . . . , mnC ) such that it can be decoded using
nC − tC of the values mi. Using standard techniques and assuming |m| ≥ nC log nC , this can be
done with

∑nC
i=1 |mi| = O(|m|). Let M be the set of these shards paired with their index, i.e.

M = {mi, i}i∈[1;nC ]. Then each party Ci ∈ C computes z = Acc(ak, M) and wi = Wit(ak, z, mi).
Party Ci sends to each Pj the digest z and mi and a witness wi showing that mi is in M . Each
ground member Pj waits for nC − tC identical reports of z and adopts this value. It was sent by
at least one honest party, so it must be correct. Then it waits for nC − tC messages mi along with
proofs that they are in M . From these nC−tC values it computes m. We call this protocol ΠOutcast.
This costs communication O(nCnκ + n|m|). For |m| ≥ nCκ this is O(n|m|), which is asymptotically
optimal as each ground member has to receive m.

4.4 Atomic Broadcast
We finally construct and analyse an AB protocol for the ground population. We will use the protocol
ΠAAB in a white-box manner. After each epoch we will outcast the new part of the ledger to the
ground population to let them learn the update. The protocol is given in Fig. 8.

Theorem 8. If tC < nC/2 then protocol ΠSQAAB is an atomic broadcast. When β is the total
bit-length of all inputs, ι is the number of inputs, and ρ is the number of epochs in ΠAAB, and
when using ΠAAB from Fig. 6 and ΠOutcast from Section 4.3 as sub-protocol, and assuming that
on average inputs have length at least κ + nC log(κ) communication complexity is

O
(
β(rb +n) + ι · rb# +ρ ·

(
nC

2(rb +n) + nC rb# + elect
))

.
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Init: All Pi ∈ C keeps an ordered list Ledgeri as part of ΠAAB. All Pi ∈ P \ C will keep their own Ledgeri,
initially empty.

Input: On input m at Pi input m to ΠAAB.
Outcast: Pi ∈ C: When computing Ledgeri ← Ledgeri∥M in ΠAAB in epoch ei input M to ΠReliableOutcast

with session identifier ei.
Extend Ledger: Pj ∈ P \ C: On output M from ΠReliableOutcast

ei let Ledgeri ← Ledgeri∥M .

Fig. 8. Atomic Broadcast ΠSQAAB

Proof. The sub-protocol ΠAAB has communication complexity

O
(
β rb +ι · rb# +ρ ·

(
nC

2 rb +nC rb# + elect
))

and ΠOutcast has communication complexity O(nCnκ + n|M |) for each M . We run ΠOutcast once
each epoch and on M ’s of total length β. This gives a total contribution of O(ρnCnκ + nβ) from
the outcasting. Then use that ρnCnκ = Θ(ρnnC

2) and sum. ⊓⊔

Corollary 2. Protocol ΠSQAAB when using ΠAAB from Corollary 1 and ΠOutcast for outcasting
is an AB for P. Let β be the total length of inputs and let ι be the number of inputs. Then assuming
that on average inputs have length at least nC log(κ) the communication complexity is

βn + ι · (nκ + nC
2κ) + ρ ·

(
nnCκ + nC

3κ
)

. (3)

For a large ground population n ≥ nC
2 or messages which are large on average (i.e., β/ι ≥ nCκ),

and if the protocol on average consumes at least nC messages per epoch, then the complexity is

βn . (4)

Proof. The contribution of outcasting is O(βn + ρnnCκ). The term ρnnCκ is already dominated by
Eq. (1). Adding βn to Eq. (1) gives Eq. (3). Adding βn to Eq. (2) gives βn + ιnκ. Then use that
ικ ≤ β to get Eq. (4). ⊓⊔

5 RB and AB with Dual Threshold and Asymmetric Synchrony Assumptions

We now present a RB for P = {P1, . . . , Pn}. We will not focus on communication complexity
but resilience. The protocol can be turned into a communication efficient reliable broadcast using
threshold signatures and the sharding technique from ΠSQRB, but we leave this out of the descrip-
tion to focus on the main contribution. The protocol will have two corruption thresholds ta and ts
where ta ≤ ts < n/2 and where there are at most ts corruptions.

The protocol uses one timeout per party—party Ci waits ∆i
Wait seconds. The protocol has the

property that if there are at most ta corruptions then the running time of protocol does not depend
on the ∆i

Wait. However, if the actual number of corruptions t is in the interval ta < t ≤ ts then the
running time of the protocol does depend on the ∆i

Wait. The motivation for specifying a separate
timeout for each party is that we observe that long as each honest party picks sufficiently long
timeouts the protocol is secure. So these timeouts do not need to be global, as would be the usual
case in the synchronous setting. However, one can of course as a special case consider the protocol
in the usual synchronous model by assuming all parties are given the same global timeout.

The protocol can be proven secure in two settings. One is a setting where the network is always
synchronous and where ts + 2ta < n. In this setting we need that ∆i

Wait ≥ 2∆Net. We call this the
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Input We assume a PKI for a signature scheme. The input of the designated sender S is m with Jin(m) = ⊤.
In response to this input S sends (m, σs = Sigsks

(m)) to all parties. Create initially empty sets SignedAsync
and SignedSync.

Asynchronous Echo Ci: On receiving (m, σs) from S, where Jin(m) = ⊤ and Vervks (m, σs) = ⊤ and where
no such message was received before and there is no (Cj , mj , σj) ∈ SignedAsync with mj ̸= m, proceed
as follows:
1. Let σi = Sigski

((Async, m)) and send (m, σs, σi) to all parties.
2. Add (Ci, m, σi) to SignedAsync.
3. Set a timeout Timeout(CollectFromHonest, ∆i

Wait).
Collect Asynchronous Echos All parties: On receiving (mj , σs, σj) from Cj , where Vervks (mj , σs) = ⊤

and Vervkj ((Async, mj), σj) = ⊤ and no such value was received from Cj before, add (Cj , mj , σj) to
SignedAsync.

Synchronous Echo Ci: If CollectFromHonest occurred and there exists m such that there are at least
n − ts values (Cj , m, ·) ∈ SignedAsync and there does not exist (Ck, m′, ·) ∈ SignedAsync where m′ ̸= m,
then let σi = Sigski

((Sync, m)) and send (m, σi) to all parties.
Collect Synchronous Echos All parties: On receiving (mj , σj) from Cj , where Vervkj ((Sync, mj), σj) = ⊤

and no such value was received from Cj before, add (Cj , mj , σj) to SignedSync.
Asynchronous Output All parties: If there exists m such that there are n − ta values (Cj , m, σj) ∈

SignedAsync then let Σ = {(Cj , σj)}(Cj ,m,σj )∈SignedAsync, output m, send (m, Σ) to all parties, and ter-
minate.

Synchronous Output All parties: If there exists m such that there are n−ts values (Cj , m, σj) ∈ SignedSync
then let Σ = {(Cj , σj)}(Cj ,m,σj )∈SignedSync, output m, send (m, Σ) to all parties, and terminate.

Output by Relay On receiving (m, Σ) from any party where either
– Σ contains n− ts values (Cj , m, σj) for distinct Cj such that Vervkj ((Sync, m), σj) = ⊤ (call such a

value synchronous-valid), or
– Σ contains n − ta values (Cj , m, σj) for distinct Cj such that Vervkj ((Async, m), σj) = ⊤ (call such

a value asynchronous-valid),
output m, send (m, Σ) to all parties, and terminate.

Fig. 9. ΠRBD: A protocol for RB with dual thresholds ts and ta with designated sender S. For conciseness we do not
explicitly mention the message identifier mid and we let Jin = Jmid.
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optimistic model. In the other setting we can tolerate that the network is sometimes asynchronous.
Here we only need ∆i

Wait ≥ ∆Net. However, we need that 2ts + ta < n. As a strengthening we can
here tolerate that either the network is synchronous and there are at most t ≤ ts corruptions or
the network is asynchronous and there are at most t ≤ ta corruptions. We call this the network
agnostic model below.

These instantiations of ΠRBD imply that ΠAAB where the committee C is simply P and the RB
is instantiated using ΠRBD with appropriate parameters is a secure AB for C in the two models
respectively.

5.1 Asymmetric Synchrony Assumptions

We construct our ABs for a model with asymmetric synchrony assumptions, which is meant as a
model making it easier to implement the needed notion of synchrony in practice. Consider a setting
where a group of parties C1, . . . , Cn have just been thrown together, maybe sampled at random
from a larger ground population. They want to run a synchronous protocol to be able to tolerate
t < n/2. Assume that each Ci can set a sound timeout length ∆i

Guess, i.e., all messages sent to
Ci are received within time ∆i

Guess. This still opens the question of what timeout length to use in
the protocol if a common timeout is needed. Note that we cannot broadcast the values ∆i

Guess to
help us pick a common value, as broadcast is the problem we are trying to solve. This motivates
implementing AB in the following model where the parties do not agree on a common timeout
value.

Definition 19 (Asymmetric Synchrony Assumption (ASA) Model). The ASA model con-
siders n parties C1, . . . , Cn. Each Ci gets its own ∆i

Guess as private input, i.e., the other parties are
not given ∆i

Guess. The adversary schedules messages, but it is guaranteed that all messages sent at
time τ from an honest party to an honest party Ci are delivered no later than at time τ +∆i

Guess. Note
the only messages to Ci are delivered in time ∆i

Guess. Messages to other honest parties may be slower.
Round complexity is measured in units of ∆Max

Guess := maxhonest Ci
∆i

Guess and ∆Net, where ∆Net is the
longest it took to send a message from an honest party to an honest party. In the weakly asymmetric
synchrony assumption (WASA) model we make the stronger assumption that all messages between
honest parties are delivered faster than any honest ∆i

Guess, i.e., ∆Net ≤ ∆Min
Guess := minhonest Ci

∆i
Guess.

Definition 20. Let Πopt
RBD be the protocol ΠRBD in Fig. 9 with ∆i

Wait = 2∆i
Guess and ta ≤ ts < n/2

and ts + 2ta < n. Let Πna
RBD be the protocol ΠRBD with ∆i

Wait = ∆i
Guess and ta ≤ ts < n/2 and

2ts + ta < n.

5.2 Network Agnostic RB and AB

We now analyse Πna
RBD in the ASA model.

Theorem 9 (Network Agnostic RB). Πna
RBD is a justified RB protocol for the model where

either the network is ASA synchronous and there are at most ts corruptions or the network is
asynchronous and there are at most ta corruptions. All parties terminate within time 2∆Net +∆Max

Guess.
Furthermore, if t ≤ ta and the sender is honest then all honest parties terminate within time 2∆Net.

It is not hard to see that the protocol has eventual output and validity. The running time is also
straight forward. The main observation is that when t ≤ ta then within time ∆Net the n− ta honest
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parties trigger Asynchronous Echo and then within ∆Net all parties have a asynchronous-valid
output. We sketch why the protocol has agreement. The pivotal property which the protocol has
by design is the following.

Lemma 2 (Synchronous Echo Agreement). If two honest Ci and Cj send (mi, σi) and (mj , σj)
in Synchronous Echo then mi = mj.

Proof. Consider Ci and Cj sending (mi, σi) and (mj , σj) in Synchronous Echo. Then obviously
they sent some (mi, σs, σ′

i) and (mj , σ′
s, σ′

j) in Asynchronous Echo. Assume Ci sent (mi, σs, σ′
i)

first. Then Cj started Timeout(CollectFromHonest, ∆j
Wait) for ∆j

Wait = ∆j
Guess after (mi, σs, σ′

i)
was sent. Assume that the network is synchronous. Since we are in the ASA model Cj thus
saw (mi, σs, σ′

i) before CollectFromHonest occurred and (mj , σj) was sent. Therefore mj = mi,
or (mi, σs, σ′

i) would have blocked the sending of (mj , σj). Assume then that the network is
asynchronous. Then by assumption t ≤ ta. Recall that 2ts + ta < n. If Ci sent (mi, σi) then
it saw n − ts values (Ck, mi, ·) ∈ SignedAsync. If Cj sent (mj , σj) then it saw n − ts values
(Ck, mj , ·) ∈ SignedAsync. This means they saw values from n − 2ts > ta common parties. So
they saw (Ck, mi, ·) and (Ck, mj , ·) from at least one joint honest Ck. Therefore mi = mj . ⊓⊔

Lemma 3 (Network Agnostic Agreement). If Ci and Cj are honest and output mi and mj

then mi = mj.

Proof. If Ci outputs mi then it saw a valid (mi, Σi) and if Cj outputs mj then it saw a valid
(mj , Σj). If any of the parties saw a synchronous-valid value, then rename the parties such that
Ci saw one. This gives three cases on the validity flavour of (mi, Σi)-(mj , Σj): synchronous-
synchronous, synchronous-asynchronous, and asynchronous-asynchronous. Assume first they both
are synchronous-valid. Recall that 2ts− ta < n. Among the n− ts parties in Σi there is at least one
honest party as n− ts > t, where t is the actual number of corruptions. Similarly, among the n− ts
parties in Σj there is at least one honest party. Agreement then follows from Lemma 2. Assume
then that both (mi, Σi) and (mj , Σj) are asynchronous-valid. Then among the n− ta parties in Σi

and the n − ta parties in Σj there are at least n − ta − ta > 2ts − ta > ts ≥ t common parties.
Therefore there is at least one common honest party. Honest parties sign at most one message m.
Assume then that (mi, Σi) is synchronous-valid and (mj , Σj) is asynchronous-valid. Among the
n− ts parties in Σi and the n− ta parties in Σj there are at least n− ts− ta > ts common parties.
Since ts ≥ t, where t is the actual number of corruptions, it follows that there is at least one honest
party in common among Σi and Σj . Clearly, if an honest party signs both (Sync, m) and (Async, m′)
then m′ = m. Therefore mi = mj . ⊓⊔

It follows that ΠAAB using Πna
RBD as RB implements a network agnostic and optimistically

responsive AB.

Corollary 3. ΠAAB with C = P using Πna
RBD as RB is an Atomic Broadcast (as defined in Defini-

tion 10) the model where either the network is ASA synchronous and there are at most ts corruptions
or the network is asynchronous and there are at most ta corruptions. The duration of each epoch
is expected O(∆Net + ∆Max

Guess). Furthermore, if t ≤ ta and the sender is honest then the duration of
each epoch is expected O(∆Net).
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5.3 RB and AB with Synchronous Security and Optimistic Responsiveness
Theorem 10 (Optimistic). Πopt

RBD is a justified RB protocol for the WASA model with at most
ts corruptions. All parties terminate within time 2∆Net + ∆Max

Guess. Furthermore, if t ≤ ta and the
sender is honest then all honest parties terminate within time 2∆Net.

It is not hard to see that the protocol has eventual output, validity, and the stated time com-
plexity. We sketch why the protocol has agreement. Note that Lemma 2 still holds. Namely, we now
wait 2∆i

Guess instead of ∆i
Guess, we are in the WASA model which gives stronger guarantees, and the

network is alway synchronous, so the preconditions used for proving Lemma 2 are all stronger.

Lemma 4 (Optimistic Agreement). If Ci and Cj are honest and output mi and mj then
mi = mj.

Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 3 we break into cases. The proofs of the cases synchronous-
synchronous and asynchronous-asynchronous can basically be repeated verbatim, so we skip them.
This leaves us with the case where (mi, Σi) is synchronous-valid and (mj , Σj) is asynchronous-valid.
We have that ∆i

Wait ≥ 2∆i
Guess ≥ 2∆Net, as we are in the WASA model. Since n − ts > t, clearly,

at least one honest Ck signed (Sync, mi) which in turn implies that it earlier signed (Async, mi),
say at time τi. Furthermore, at least one honest Cℓ signed (Async, mj), say at time τj . Assume for
the sake of contradiction that mi ̸= mj . If τi ≤ τj −∆Net then (Async, mi) would by definition of
∆Net have reached Cℓ before τj and then Cℓ would by construction not have signed (Async, mj).
So we can assume that τj < τi + ∆Net. This means that the (Async, mj) signed by Cℓ reached Ck

by τj + ∆Net < τi + 2∆Net. When Ck signed (Async, mj) by time τi then it did not sign (Sync, mi)
until time τi + 2∆Net. But by τi + 2∆Net it received (Async, mj). And then by construction of
Synchronous Echo and mi ̸= mj it will not sign (Sync, mi), a contradiction. ⊓⊔

It follows that ΠAAB using Πopt
RBD as RB implements a secure and optimistically responsive AB

in the WASA (and thus the synchronous) model.

Corollary 4. ΠAAB with C = P using Πopt
RBD as RB is an Atomic Broadcast (as defined in Defini-

tion 10) for the WASA model with at most ts corruptions. The duration of each epoch is expected
O(∆Net + ∆Max

Guess). Furthermore, if t ≤ ta and the sender is honest then the duration of each epoch
is expected O(∆Net).

6 Corollaries

In this section we mention a few easy corollaries of our result.

6.1 Asynchronous Covert AB with t < n/2
We show how to get atomic broadcast for the model with covert security [AL07]. We assume
that every Pi and Ci can be Byzantine but does not do anything which will lead to an even-
tual common detection, where all honest Cj output a proof that Ci was corrupted. We only
need to assume that at most t < n servers are corrupted for the RB to work. Our protocol
works as follows. When Ci sends (mid, m) it sends along a signature σi on (mid, Hash(m)). On
receiving (mid, m, σi) with a valid signature Cj outputs (mid, m) and forwards (mid, h, σi). On re-
ceiving two valid (mid, h′, σ′

i) and (mid, h, σi) with h′ ̸= h a server forwards them and outputs
(Ci is corrupt: (mid, h′, σ′

i), (mid, h, σi)). The message m can be relayed with linear complexity
using an erasure code EC as in ΠSQRB.
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Theorem 11 (informal). Assume that t < n and the servers are Byzantine but covert. Then
CRSS is a secure broadcast protocol. If messages have length β ≥ n log(κ), then the complexity is
O(βn+n2(log(n)+κ)), which is of the form O(β rb + rb#) for rb = n and rb# = n2(log(n)+κ).

We can use this to get an atomic broadcast protocol secure against t < n/2 Byzantine corruptions
in the covert model with communication βn + ι · (n2(log(n) + κ)) + ρ ·

(
n3(log(n) + κ)

)
.

6.2 Mixed Adversary AAB

We can also get AAB for the model with mixed adversaries. We assume servers can either silently
crash or be fully Byzantine corrupted. We assume there are at most tByz fully Byzantine parties
and tCrash additional crash-silent corruptions. We let t = tByz + tCrash in the protocol. The protocol
is given in Fig. 10.

Theorem 12. Assume that 2tCrash +3tByz < n. Then RBMA is a justified reliable broadcast protocol.

Proof. Eventual output is trivial as there are n− t honest parties. Agreement follows from the fact
that any two sets Σ and Σ′ will overlap on at least n − t − t parties and from 2tCrash + 3tByz < n
and t = tByz + tCrash we have that n− t− t > tByz. Validity follows using similar arguments. ⊓⊔

Input The input of the designated sender S is m with Jin(m) = ⊤. In response to this input S sends
(m, σs = Sigsks

(m)) to all servers. Create initially empty set SignedAsync.
Asynchronous Echo Ci: On receiving (m, σs) from S, where Jin(m) = ⊤ and Vervks (m, σs) = ⊤ and where

there are no (Cj , mj , σj) ∈ SignedAsync with mj ̸= m proceed as below, let σi = Sigski
((Async, m)), send

(m, σs, σi) to all servers, and add (Ci, m, σi) to SignedAsync.
Collect Asynchronous Echos All servers: On receiving (mj , σs, σj) from Cj , where

Vervkj ((Async, mj), σj) = ⊤ and Vervks (mj , σs) = ⊤ and no such value was received from Cj

before, add (Cj , mj , σj) to SignedAsync.
Output All servers: If there exists m such that there are n − t values (Cj , m, σj) ∈ SignedAsync then let

Σ = {(Cj , σj)}(Cj ,m,σj )∈SignedAsync, output m, send (m, Σ) to all servers, and terminate.
Output by Relay On receiving (m, Σ) from any server where Σ contains n−t values (Cj , m, σj) for distinct

Cj such that Vervkj ((Async, m), σj) = ⊤, output m, send (m, Σ) to all servers, and terminate.

Fig. 10. RBMA: A protocol for RB against mixed adversaries with designated sender S. For conciseness we do not
explicitly mention the messages identifier mid and we let Jin = Jmid.

6.3 Sub-Quadratic Asynchronous MPC with t < n/3

We briefly give a subquadratic asynchronous MPC protocol for the setting described in Section 4
where we have ground members P = {G1, . . . , Pn} with t < n/3 Byzantine corruptions and have
sampled a committee C = {C1, . . . , CnC} with tC < nC/2 corruptions to implement a subquadratic
AAB. As shown in Lemma 6.1 in [Coh16], given threshold fully homomorphic encryption and atomic
broadcast and tC < nC/2 corruptions one can implement asynchronous multiparty computation for
tC < nC/2. Since we implement atomic broadcast among the committee for tC < nC/2 from RB
we can directly run [Coh16] in our framework and get AMPC from RB and tC < nC/2. This gives
MPC for the network agnostic model and the optimistic model. We can also run the protocol in
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the sub-sampling setting with n ground members and nC committee members, with corruption
threshold tC < nC/2 and t < n/3. To avoid having specialised setup among the committee C we
can use that [Coh16] uses threshold decryption as a blackbox: it only uses that if all parties agree
on a ciphertext c and that it should be decrypted, then they can eventually learn y = Decsk(c). We
can therefore secret share sk among P with reconstruction threshold t + 1 and let them provide
decryption as a service for the committee. The committee outcasts the encryption c of the output
and the ground members send a decryption share to each committee member. If we have a large
ground population n ≥ nC

2 and they all give one input we can enforce that they give inputs in the
same rounds, and then our atomic broadcast has communication complexity O(βnC), where β is
the total length of the encrypted input. And outcasting y has complexity O(n|y|) and returning the
decryptions shares has complexity nnC |y|. This gives sub-quadratic AMPC for t < n/3 corruptions.

Theorem 13 (informal). Assume tC < nC/2 corruption in C and t < n/3 corruptions in P,
assume n ≥ nC

2, let f be an n-party function, let β be the total length of the inputs xi and let
γ be the length of the output y = f(x1, . . . , xn). Then there is an AMPC protocol for P with
communication complexity O(nCβ + nCnγ).

Note that we can use the expensive ΠConstantine with communication O(nnCκ) to implement
AMPC and then use the AMPC to do distributed key generation for ΠConstantine among the
nC committee members and thereafter do get communication O(nC

2κ). It is an interesting open
problem to propose concretely efficient asynchronous distributed key distributions for the setting
with tC < nC/2.
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A Script for calculating minimal committee sizes

The following python script computes the minimal secure committee for various security parameters
and corruption thresholds.
from s c ipy . s t a t s import binom
import math
from f r a c t i o n s import Fract ion

# Check i f a committee o f s i z e n has an honest major i ty
# with p r o b a b i l i t y a t l e a s t 1−2ˆ−secparam
# when sampled from a ground popu la t i on wi th at most t co r rup t i ons
def check committee (n , secparam , t = 1 /3 ) :

neg l prob = Fract ion (1 , pow(2 , secparam ) )
l e a s t m a j o r i t y = math . c e i l ( ( n + 1) / 2)
# p r o b a b i l i t y t h a t each member i s honest
p honest = 1−t
# cdf over honest p a r t i e s having 0 , 1 , . . . , l e a s t m a j o r i t y −1 s p o t s
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p co r rupt ma jo r i t y = binom (n , p honest ) . cd f ( l e a s t m a j o r i t y −1)
return p co r rupt ma jo r i t y < neg l prob

def s m a l l e s t s a f e c o m m i t t e e ( secparam , t = 1/ 3 ) :
lower bound = 1
while not check committee ( lower bound ∗ 2 , secparam , t ) :

lower bound ∗= 2
upper bound = 2 ∗ lower bound
while lower bound < upper bound :

t e s t = ( lower bound + upper bound ) // 2
i f check committee ( t e s t , secparam , t ) :

upper bound = t e s t
else :

lower bound = t e s t
i f upper bound − lower bound < 2 :

break
# H e u r i s t i c a l l y s u b t r a c t 10 from lower bound and t r y each p o s s i b i l i t y
# because the p r e d i c a t e i s not monotone .
# The r e l a t i v e d i f f e r e n c e between odd and even s i z e committees i s
# l a r g e r f o r sma l l e r committees and we overshoo t by < 4 f o r the
# examples in main , so 10 shou ld s u f f i c e f o r r e a l i s t i c s e c u r i t y parameters
for i in range ( lower bound − 10 , upper bound + 1 ) :

i f check committee ( i , secparam , t ) :
print (

i , ” in  committee  and  up  to ” , t ,
” o f  ground  populat ion  corrupted  g i v e s  honest  major i ty  with ” ,
secparam , ” b i t s  s e c u r i t y ” )

return i

i f name == ’ ma in ’ :
s e cu r i t y pa ra met e r s = [ 3 0 , 40 , 60 , 80 ]
# Get numbers f o r t = 1/3 opt imal r e s i l i e n c y
print ( ”Committee  s i z e  with  opt imal  r e s i l i e n c e : ” )
for secpar in s e cu r i t y pa ra met e r s :

s m a l l e s t s a f e c o m m i t t e e ( secpar )
# t = 0.25
print ( ”Committee  s i z e  with  <1/4  o f  GP corrupted : ” )
for secpar in s e cu r i t y pa ra met e r s :

s m a l l e s t s a f e c o m m i t t e e ( secpar , 1/4)
# algorand s e t t i n g , t = 0.2
print ( ”Committee  s i z e   <1/5  o f  GP corrupted  ( Algorand  s e t t i n g ) : ” )
for secpar in s e cu r i t y pa ra met e r s :

s m a l l e s t s a f e c o m m i t t e e ( secpar , 1/5)
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